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ABSTRACT:  

According to the statistics provide by the poll 

in 2018, approximately 18 million elderly survive 

without help in India country. An NGO from 

Delhi named Age-well Foundation performed a 

review on 10,050 aged persons and ended that 

every fourth aged that is 33.44% of the people 

who respond were alive without help [1]. They 

also reported that approximately 78.5% felt the 

need of Emergency Help to make sure their self-

determination. A bunch of study work is 

departure on to approach up with a just right 

answer to solve this trouble and here are 

numerous compute devices which have been 

imaginary which solve the difficulty partly faced 

by aged people. But not any of them give a answer 

which is suitable to employ and which cover all 

aspect of the trouble range from tablets remind  

for aged to good maintain of health proceedings 

and it’s appropriate coverage to the doctor and 

relations members even through emergency such 

as a cardiac arrest. This manuscript proposes a 

neat answer to help check the everyday news of 

the aged by mechanically distribution the data 

[12] to their relations via android application and 

also present 1st scale recognition of cardiac arrest 

and guess of heart harms up to some precision. It 

will give medicine [9] remind  to the old by three 

feelings after an interval of 5 minutes during one 

course of medication and will also provide 

assistance during emergency by distribution an 

SOS call to the relations or physician. The smart-

watch uses microcontroller, This answer 

motivation not barely help the aged in accurately 

monitor [8] their daily data [12] but also report to 

their relatives with their daily intelligence and any 

abnormal change. The smart timepiece act as a 

care stealer of the aged public and it will be 

positive to the aged who stay unaided nearly 

everyone of the point and it can flush be used by 

others for appropriate maintain of their physical 

condition minutes, for pills remind  and backing 

during urgent situation circumstances. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The purpose of rising this is to deliver enhanced 

urgent situation Help [8] to the aged people with the 

help of a smart-watch. These days several community 

enclose to go out for occupation or go away from 

house due to various reason leaving in the rear their 

aged parents. In the present culture, many aged 

people are life form deserted and ill-treated by their 

relations members. At this aged age old need good 

support for their physical condition. In the present 

world, old people can’t depend on their relations 

members who are not obtainable due to a number of 

reason or who do not desire to hold up them [2]. At 

this grow old, citizens tend to not remember 

belongings and there are a lot of old who live 

unaccompanied after the bereavement of their other 

half which become even additional unsafe during the 

incidence of any crisis [17]. In India, there are 8.1 

million citizens who are pain from the illness called 

Dementia as in print by Alzheimer’s & Related 

Disorders Society (ARDS) of India. The figure of old 

living alone is rising by every transitory year. 

 

There is forever nervousness for the relations to call 

rear house and see if they are responsibility god or 

not and to be reminiscent them to take their medicine 

on occasion. This machine will assist in restriction 

down all these evils and offer better physical 

condition safety to the aged and free nervousness 

from the relations. 

 

The equipment used for measure blood force and 

sugar height must be Bluetooth enable. When 
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measure blood force or darling level, the mechanism 

will first make Bluetooth link with the  smart-watch 

and determination after that start taking the reading. 

Following that, it will mechanically send the 

statistics [12] to the cloud [13][18] (Thing-Speak 

[3]). throughout the daylight hours the smart-watch 

gives remind in the form of quivering to the aged to 

have their medicines. The occasion can be set for the 

remind  can be set according to preference and for 

one remind it will quiver 3 period for 15 second after 

an gap of 5 record. The accessible UI is via an 

android request that is balancing with the  smart-

watch and retrieve information from the cloud [13] 

and with the assist of request enables the relatives to 

watch the physical condition of their aged. The 

android application e-mail the doctor journal and 

paper reports [14] generate. The other hardware 

mechanism contain ATmega328, SIM800L GSM 

module [11][14], RSI 0.96 inch 4 Pin OLEDD show 

unit, HC06 Bluetooth module, tiny LiPo series, mini 

1020 flat quivering motor, pulse antenna, GPS NEO 

6M component [11], micro USB, badge. All this 

course of action relies on the undemanding code of 

the microcontroller with which the full course of 

action takes place. The android application plays a 

major role in display the readings; analyze the data 

[12] and form weekly and journal figures base on the 

data which help the physician in additional review 

the elderly. The smart-watch also take care when the 

aged is undergo an urgent situation by inform the 

relations and physician with the assist of an SOS call 

[4]. 

 

In figure 1 the functionality is describe in the shape 

of a chunk leaning diagram. It show the modus 

operandi how  smart-watch receive information by 

Bluetooth and more push the data to the make 

uncertain using the internet [6][14]. The android 

application retrieve that data as of the cloud [13] 

using the internet. The submission analyzes the data 

customary and builds weekly and journal reports [14] 

which is e-mail to the physician. The smart-watch 

during crisis [17] condition gives an SOS call to the 

user (relations and physician). 

 

 
Fig 1: structure Block plan 
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2. OPERATIONAL OF THE PLANNED 

SCHEME 

 

There is a convinced modus operandi according to 

which the whole organization workings. It can be not 

working downstairs to an assortment of steps 

according to the unlike functionalities. 

 

2.1 Algorithm for indoctrination 

 

To run the whole system easily by distribution and 

in receipt of the information at the right instance the 

microcontroller has to be automatic consequently. 

The ATmega38 [5] is involuntary using C in the 

Arduino IDE. Various circumstances are constructing 

to take delivery of data using HC06 Bluetooth unit 

from the blood heaviness measure appliance and 

darling level measure apparatus. The data [12] is 

unswervingly uploaded or send to the android 

application using the smart-watch internet [14] by by 

SIM800L GSM component [6] [11] but it depends on 

the stipulation confirmed in the convention.  

 

• If the information conventional from the 

equipment is not physical condition and require 

notice first the information is uploaded to the blur by 

by the internet [7] and through the android 

application the consumer (relations) is right away 

knowledgeable from side to side a announcement 

sent by the app about the concern and the difficulty 

detect. 

 

 If the information is usual the smart-watch 

uploads the information on the blur via the 

internet and from side to side the android 

application the consumer (relations) is 

notified concerning the high-quality physical 

condition of the old.



 If the figures traditional from the contraption 

signify an crisis. Then data is uploaded to 

the obscure and the robot purpose notify the 

consumer (family and doctor) the reason for 

emergency. At the same time, the smart-

watch calls the consumer to get his 

immediate notice towards the state of 

relationships.



2.2structure of Android purpose

 
 The android function ropes the organism and 

acts as a moderator flanked by the old 

physical condition and the consumer 

(relations and physician). It is urbanized 

using Android Studio. It retrieve data from 

the cloud [13][18]

 
 A accessible UI is urbanized which shows a 

real-time beat rate deliberate by the pulse 

sensor and position using GPS NEO 6M 

component [7][11].



 It shows the newest reading taken during the 

blood anxiety mechanism and the occasion 

and date of dimension.

 
Fig 2: Application Layout 

 
 It show the newest interpretation taken 

during the sugar level measure mechanism 

and the instant and date of amount.



 It pushes notification to the user’s android 

telephone while a new evaluation is taken 
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suggestive of high-quality or awful physical 

condition.



 It develop paper and review information 

[14] and mechanically e-mail it to the 

physician.

 

2.3 Smart watch 

 

Figure 3 shows the put anywhere all the 

information [12] compilation and act occur. 

 
 The RSI 0.96 inch 4 Pin OLEDD show unit 

display the point in time, day and daytime.



 It collect data starting the beat sensor and 

GPS NEO 6M unit and uploads [7] it to the 

cloud by SIM800L GSM unit [11] [14]. 

Thus, enable user to stay a track of beat and 

site in real occasion [10][15].

 

 
 

Fig 3: Pulse Sensor 

 
 

 Fig 4: Smart-watch Internal mechanism 

 

The pulse antenna used for measure the spirit speed is 

exposed in figure 4 is located on the base surface of 

the wrist in the wrist timepiece shows the a variety of 

mechanism which work jointly to give a answer to 

the difficulty. This smart-watch jointly with the 

Bluetooth enable blood force mechanism, diabetes 

mechanism and the android function helps in release 

worry from the relations and furthermore it will help 

in economy lives of the old populace approximately 

the world by provide and analyze the statistics at the 

correct time. 

 

3. CONCLUSION 

 

This manuscript explain in feature the employ 

and require of health-care  smart-watch for monitor 

[10] the old livelihood unaccompanied 

approximately the earth. It act as a novel stage in 

captivating care of the old citizens. 
 Actual instant heart rate and position monitor 

drain the battery.



 Unique Bluetooth enable blood strain and 

diabetes piece of equipment enclose to be old.



 chatting on SOS name can be incorporated but 

it was not prepared because it greater than 

before the large size.



 drop discovery can be built-in for detect 

emergency.



 certain safety of physical condition statistics 

[16] on the cloud is one of the concern.
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